Storage
It’s all about you.

Haworth helps design offices that increase performance. As a worldwide leader in storage and casegoods, Haworth can provide the ideal storage solution to increase workplace efficiency, secure information and other assets, enhance collaboration and provide easy access and convenience.

Storage is no longer just filing cabinets. Efficient and convenient storage has become an important factor in the modern workplace, where flexibility and change are frequent but the need to keep important business assets organised and secure is more important than ever.

To accommodate a modern flexible workforce, mobile storage units facilitate hot-desking and hoteling, while team storage is necessary in today’s more creative and collaborative work environment.

Efficient storage is essential to allow employees to easily access the tools they need to be productive – when and where they need them. It also ensures the most efficient use of valuable office space.

Many staff are telecommuting, on the road or other flexible work situations. Therefore, the idea of one cubicle per employee is often an expensive and wasteful concept. Efficient and innovative storage is an investment that assists facilities managers in making the best use of valuable space, ensures the security of sensitive materials and supports employee efficiency.

Mobile storage also provides fast-moving and innovative firms the flexibility of rapid change to take advantage of changing business opportunities. Fixed storage solutions or storage-spine design can greatly reduce costs of workspace systems by reducing the number of legs and panels required.

Haworth Storage is renowned for its quality construction, industry-leading warranty, innovative design and stylish aesthetics. Keep an office well-organised and accent your company’s individual style. Haworth offers a full line of storage solutions to meet your needs.
M Series™
we are family

Simple
M Series Storage is all about keeping things simple. Its careful design creates long and elegant lines for a clean aesthetic. Available in a wide range of colours and finishes, M Series Storage can complement any palette or mood. Simply put, it’s an intelligent storage solution.

Comprehensive
Develop complete storage solutions. M Series addresses all office needs with simple combinations of pedestal, lateral file, swing door and tambour door units. As an integrated storage family, each piece is designed to align easily with all Haworth workstations.

Flexible
Haworth understands that your workspace can change, and has designed storage to move along with you. Made to support reconfiguration and maximum flexibility, M Series is able to meet your storage requirements, now and in the future. Designed to function beautifully with any Haworth workstation, the possibilities for change and reinvention are endless. M is for move — where there is movement, there is life.
The M Series Storage is manufactured to the highest quality and sustainability standards. All Haworth Storage is tested to BIFMA (Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturer’s Association) standards of workplace safety and quality. Manufactured by Haworth in the Shanghai factory – an ISO14001 accredited facility – Haworth manufacturing processes represent industry leading innovations in green manufacturing. In fact, our factory produced zero landfill since 2007.

M Series with GREENGUARD certificate ensures the safety of indoor air quality.

M Series can help contribute to LEED and other green building rating systems.
AllWays™
a revolution in office storage

**Revolutionary**
Ergonomically designed, AllWays Storage embraces the ideals of sustainability and creates a work environment that promotes communication, collaboration and the exchange of innovative ideas.

**Fluid**
As quickly as your world changes, so do your office furniture and storage requirements. AllWays is designed to make it simple. Maintain a competitive edge in this busy world by reconfiguring and enhancing your office format with consummate ease – Haworth office and storage is keeping pace with your world.

**Individual**
AllWays celebrates the individual – create your own unique storage systems using the Allways Storage. After, all it’s your office!
Aesthetic

While focusing on the physical requirements of effective storage, such as box and file drawers, custom locks and user comfort, the EZ32 collection also delivers an extensive array of colours and finishes, ideal for the customisation of individual work environments.

Stylish

Being chic and able to blend in any environment and configuration, 600mm height EZ62 is designed to meet the fast changing social, cultural and technological aspects of the workplace.

Practical

With no sharp protruding parts, EZ62 works better for the office OH&S (Occupation Health and Safety). The positive drawer interlock system provides better safety conditions. And the P/P/B/F version helps users organize work related and personal things better.
Key Alike System
pick, mix & match

Simplicity
Key Alike System provide the possibility to use one key to open multiple Haworth storages. One master key and remove key for your storage system allows you quick, easy access without compromising security or peace of mind.

Storage For You

HAWORTH

Allways
Allways Pedestal
Allways Caddy
Allways Side Storage
Allways Open Storage
Allways Team Storage

M Series
M Series Pedestal
M Series Lateral File
M Series Swing Door
M Series Tambour Door

EZ32
Basic Pedestal

EZ62
Value Pedestal

Color Your World

Mix & Match. Haworth finish collection allows you to transform your workspace to reflect your company’s brand vision and culture.

*Please refer to separate price book for detail SOL and finish offering.
Sustainability
design for environment
maximum storage minimum impact

Haworth takes less from the earth

M Series Storage is made of a combination of steel and aluminium. Most of the steel Haworth uses comprises 30% recycled content – that is, 30% has already been used in other products and is being recycled to continue its life as M Series Storage.

Similarly with aluminium, approximately 40% has already been used in other products and is being recycled to continue its life as your storage unit.

All Haworth Storage and other similar storage products are recyclable through Haworth’s Service Point program, guaranteeing an environmentally responsible, zero-landfill process. That’s good for you and the planet.

Reduce
Reduced Weight = Less transport emissions + Less metal, a precious and non-renewable resource
Reduced Surface Area = Less embodied energy
Fewer parts and components = Less metals and plastic, precious and non-renewable natural resources

Reuse
Our materials have proven to last longer than semi-temporary petroleum based storage. This equals high quality and a sound investment.